How safe is the diagnostic process in healthcare?
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The seminal report *To Err is Human* focused on a wide range of serious patient safety concerns; diagnostic error was mentioned only in passing.1 Very little data were available on the magnitude of harm related to diagnostic errors at that time, except for a back-of-the-napkin estimate that diagnostic error could be responsible for 40 000–80 000 in-hospital deaths annually.2 The problem finally received its due 15 years later, when the National Academy of Medicine asserted that “…most of us will experience at least one diagnostic error in our lifetime, sometimes with devastating consequences.”3

In this context, the paper by Newman-Toker et al in this issue of *BMJ Quality & Safety* is a welcome contribution, presenting an extensively researched set of estimates that proposes that harm may be an order-of-magnitude larger.4 The paper is the third part of a larger study, building on two previous studies that (1) identified the top diseases causing serious misdiagnosis-related harms5 6 and (2) estimated disease-specific diagnostic error and harm rates for these top harm-causing diseases, based on literature review and expert verification.7 In this final third part, these results are combined with nationwide incidence data to generate extrapolations on the number of patients harmed by diagnostic error across care settings in the USA. The total serious harms annually in the USA were estimated to be 795 000 (plausible range 598 000–1 023 000), including 371 000 deaths and 424 000 disabilities. Sensitivity analyses using more conservative assumptions estimated 549 000 serious harms. The top five dangerous diseases (stroke, sepsis, pneumonia, venous thromboembolism and lung cancer) accounted for 38.7%. The authors conclude that harm associated with diagnostic error far surpasses any other patient safety concern, and is probably the largest source of death across all care settings linked to medical error, while also acknowledging that it is uncertain how many serious harms can be prevented. To place these estimates in context, the number of 371 000 deaths is similar to the number for several of the top 10 causes of death in the USA in 2014, the year used by Newman-Toker et al in their analyses.8

**CAN WE TRUST THESE NUMBERS?**

People may question the set of data on which these conclusions are based as well as the validity of the assumptions and extrapolations to the total US population. So can we trust these numbers? The paper has a large number of supplementary files, providing detail on the methodology and statistical code used. A notable strength is that various sensitivity analyses were conducted to gauge the impact of possible overcounting and undercounting (appendix B) and several analyses to compare their estimates with those from other data sources or obtained using other methods (appendix C), suggesting these were roughly in the same range. For instance, they compare their estimates across care settings with previous estimates for inpatient settings9 10 to indicate that about 17% of the total serious misdiagnosis-related harms would occur in inpatient settings and 72 000 inpatient deaths. Other strengths include that the authors ensured every patient to be counted once to reduce possible overcounting (see below), that diagnostic error estimates were based on literature review of clinical studies and importantly, that final estimates of diagnostic error and harm rates were verified by experts on their face-validity.

The large amount of supplemental files may seem daunting, so we highlight here the most important aspects and limitations.
to ensure proper interpretation of these estimates. The basic calculation is simple, where the authors multiply the serious misdiagnosis-related harm rate for a specific disease by the population incidence of that disease. This was done for 15 key diseases across 3 major disease categories (the ‘Big Three’), previously found to account for three-quarters of serious harms in both malpractice claims and clinical studies (part 1 of the study).5

Considering the first element in the calculation, disease-specific misdiagnosis-related harm rates were taken from part 2 of the larger study, multiplying the diagnostic error rate by the harm rate per diagnostic error.7 Disease-specific diagnostic error rates were synthesised from clinical studies, but these studies mostly did not include misdiagnosis-related harm rates. Therefore, the authors used evidence from five studies reporting on the generic (disease-agnostic) misdiagnosis-related harms per diagnostic error, and used the average estimate of 30.8% (374 deaths or permanent disability from 1216 diagnostic errors) in all calculations, applying a disease-specific severity weight to take into account that a diagnostic error is likely more consequential for severe conditions such as aortic dissection than for less serious conditions. The severity weight was based on the disease-specific proportion of malpractice cases resulting in serious versus non-serious harms (see appendix A2). So, if for instance, the diagnostic error rate for a given disease was 10% and a severity weight of 2, then the misdiagnosis-related harm rate would be 6.16% per diagnostic error (ie, 2×30.8%=61.6%, multiplied by the 10% with a diagnostic error). Because the 30.8% is used in all calculations, it is important to consider the five studies underlying that estimate, and the extent to which the included sample or methodology may have underestimated or overestimated the harm per diagnostic error.

Two studies were surveys—one a random sample (with 34% response rate) and the second a convenience sample—in which physicians were asked to recall a diagnostic error and the harm it had caused.1112 It seems likely that participating physicians in these studies cared about this topic, and that recalled cases were ones with major harm. Such selection bias likely results in overestimating the true harm rate. One study relied on voluntary incident reports rather than being specifically conceived to study diagnostic errors, and unclear how the quality committee attributed harm to a diagnostic error.13 Voluntary incident reporting is known to capture only a fraction of events when compared with other methods such as record review, and may not reliably identify serious events, thereby underestimating the true harm rate (and likely why this study reported the lowest rate). Two other studies used record review with trigger tool methodology, with reviewer judgement to assess if the error contributed to or caused the harm.1014 Using triggers selects patients who were more likely to have experienced harm, thereby likely resulting in overestimated harm rates. Even though this oversampling was taken into account in reported diagnostic adverse event rates,10 Newman-Toker et al will likely not have had access to the weighting factor used to adjust for oversampling and therefore could only use the reported numbers. In addition, for at least some cases it would seem hard to judge whether the outcome for a patient would have been different had there not been a diagnostic error, for which we would need a control group. This is particularly relevant if these patients also experienced other adverse events that may or may not be related to the diagnostic error.10 As others have argued before, the fact that a preventable adverse event occurred close to the patient’s death does not mean that the error is the cause of death, that is, the death could have been prevented.13 Therefore, it is more accurate to state that diagnostic errors have likely contributed to the harm and to refrain from more causal language.

The second element in the calculation is the population-based incidence of disease. Cancer registry data were used to estimate incidence of specific cancers. For vascular and infectious diseases, the authors counted discharge or in-hospital death diagnoses from national inpatient hospital stays and assumed that all patients diagnosed with these conditions in the outpatient setting (and those initially missed) would ultimately be hospitalised, to avoid double counting of patients, that is, first in the outpatient setting and then during hospitalisation. This seems a reasonable assumption for these 15 dangerous diseases. Furthermore, Newman-Toker et al conducted sensitivity analyses to gauge the impact of undercounting (by not including out-of-hospital deaths) and overcounting (by including patients with multiple hospitalizations, yet can die only once). These were found to have similar impact and therefore likely cancel each other out. However, the primary analysis includes both primary and secondary diagnoses and applies the above misdiagnosis-related harm rate to the total number, thereby implicitly assuming that harm resulting from the diagnostic error would be the same for diagnoses coded as primary or secondary diagnosis. We agree that a missed comorbidity for a patient admitted for another reason might also cause harm, but is likely less severe. We would argue that if a patient dies during admission or is discharged with permanent disability which is caused by a missed diagnosis, then this diagnosis would likely be listed as the primary discharge diagnosis or cause of death given its importance for the course of the admission. Furthermore, the number of secondary diagnosis codes is known to be high in the USA, likely influenced by financial incentives associated with coding.16 Therefore, we feel the sensitivity analysis only including the primary diagnoses is probably closer to the true number harmed, which reduced the overall estimates by 30% but still amounts to...
diagnostic errors contributing to about half a million patients being seriously harmed and therefore does not change the overall message of the paper that this is an important problem that warrants action.

The final methodological issue relates to the combination of the two elements, that is, the extrapolation of study estimates to the total US population. We know from basic epidemiology that estimates involving associations in a specific study sample can only be generalised to the population from which the sample was taken. The authors acknowledge that some of the older studies may not relate to current practice, but that the diagnostic error rate seems stable or has even increased over time. However, we should also consider the distribution of diagnostic error across patient groups, where for instance a missed myocardial infarction—one of the 15 dangerous diseases examined by Newman-Toker et al—may occur more frequently in black patients, and the underlying social and structural determinants may increase the likelihood that it results in harm. In addition, out-of-hospital deaths were not included in the estimates by Newman-Toker et al but may occur more frequently in some of these patient groups, meaning that harms from diagnostic errors could be underestimated for these patients. We should therefore only generalise to populations included in the studies on which the current estimates are based, and be cautious to assume they would be similar for patient groups under-represented in these studies. Other points related to the relatively small number of events of harm (n=374 across the five studies), meaning that uncertainty bounds around the misdiagnosis-related harm estimate will have been wide which is then extrapolated to the population. The authors acknowledge this and point to these currently being the best possible estimates that triangulate well with data from other sources and that experts deemed face valid. Finally, all calculations strictly speaking are only based on evidence for the ‘Big Three’ categories, and extrapolated to give a grand total of harm by dividing by 75.8%, assuming similar distributions and associations in the other quarter which may not be true. However, as above, the overall message when only including the studied diseases remains the same—diagnostic errors contribute to a large number of patients being harmed across care settings.

WHERE TO GO FROM HERE?

To better understand the harm caused by diagnostic error, we need more real-world measurements of specific types of diagnostic errors and harms, rather than additional studies based on assumptions and extrapolations. As with the overall adverse event rate, the causes, types and harms of diagnostic errors are extremely heterogeneous, and will require different interventions to remedy. These efforts should disentangle the harm from diagnostic error and the harm from other patient or health system factors. To do this, researchers should consider more robust study designs, for instance, employing propensity score matching techniques when using observational data to mimic randomisation in trials. This would give us better (average) estimates of harm in patients who experienced diagnostic errors versus those who did not. However, even then it would be hard to separate the effect of a diagnostic error initiating a cascade of other adverse events versus these clustering in the same (complex) patient, which will likely remain a matter of judgement. We might focus on diseases where most errors occur, identified by Newman-Toker et al. But within these diseases, we need to break things down by types and causes to really understand the mechanism and improve care.

Newman-Toker et al have shown that we have a very real and large problem that payers, regulators, accreditors, hospitals, healthcare organisations and physician groups should address. There has been substantial progress in the development of tools that enable and facilitate measurement of diagnostic errors, such as the ability to capture error reports from clinicians and patients and to use a growing array of e-resources based on the use of ‘trigger tools’. Organisations can already start using those tools to identify where and why diagnostic errors occur for specific diseases. Finally, more research on interventions to prevent diagnostic errors is needed. Very few high-quality studies exist, most interventions were only tested in one site and many studies were small so we particularly need evidence whether such interventions have similar effects when scaled and replicated in other settings.

The past two decades have seen substantial progress in calling attention to the diagnostic error problem, and in clarifying how these arise from a wide range of interacting system-related and cognitive issues. We know how these arise from breakdowns in access, in communication and coordinating care, problems that get lost in the shuffle and the ever-growing array of cognitive ‘biases’ that characterise human thought and action. Each of these represents an opportunity to begin improving diagnosis and its outcomes. The aggregate harm that results from inaction should provide the call-to-action that is urgently needed to begin addressing the problem.
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